Curriculum Guide
Art – Summer Term
4U/L
Teachers:
Lessons:
Homework:

Mrs Fenella Scott
1 x 70 min each week for half a term each class
N/A

Introduction:
Year 4 will share the Summer Term with DT, having half a term each.
The theme this half term for 4U will be printing, following on from their visit to Orleans Gallery.
Year 4 boys will also do a 20 minute drawing assessment.
The theme for this half term for 4L will be making a coil pot from clay.
4U Topic theme: Printing using a range of techniques including making a collagraph based on natural object
Artists: Various contemporary artists
Key Objectives:








Observe the lines and shapes of the object through observational drawing
Practise a range of mark making using pens
Practise drawing on a range of different surfaces
Experiment making rubbings ( frottage) using a range of objects and materials to explore texture
Draw designs into polystyrene and learn how to use rollers and printing inks
Progress to making a collagraph plate using card, string, leaves and other materials to create a print
Observe a shoe and draw it in a timed, test environment for 20 minutes

Resources:
Sketchbooks, drawing tools, natural objects, old biros, polystyrene, newspaper, glue, string, various materials,
water, printing paper, inks, rollers, pencils, relevant photographic resources
4L Topic theme: Modelling a shallow pot using coils of clay
Artists: Picasso, Kate Malone







Know that lines and mark making within a pattern can vary according to direction, thickness, space
(close together, far apart)
To observe the lines and marks on a variety of leaves and practise drawing them
Collect visual information to help develop ideas in sketchbook
Learn how to model clay into a thumb pot and add decorative leaf designs using the clay tools and
slip
Glaze the pot carefully after the biscuit firing
Observe a shoe and draw it in a timed, test environment for 20 minutes

Resources:
Leaves, sketchbooks, pencils, clay, clay boards, hessian, tools, turntables, glazes and brushes

